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Study on the Adhesion Characteristic between
Wheel and Rail using the Scaled Test-bench
Min-Soo Kim

surface conditions) and slip velocity (defined as difference
between the driving wheel speed and the vehicle speed) [1][2].
According to the slip velocity increase, adhesion coefficient
increases to a certain area (the maximum value), it is well known
to have a characteristic that after reaching the maximum point it
decreases gradually[3][4].

Abstract—Railway vehicles driven by wheels obtain driving force
required to propulsion and braking by adhesion force between wheels
and rails, this adhesion force is determined by multiplying adhesion
coefficient of the friction surface by the applied axle load. In railway
system, this adhesion coefficient is usually defined as the maximum
traction/braking coefficient. To get the maximum traction/braking
force represented as the adhesion coefficient, it is necessary to estimate
the adhesion coefficient according to the speed difference between the
wheel and the rail on the contact point.
Scaled adhesion test-bench is an experimental device that contacts
mutually with disc rollers which are equivalent to wheels and rails of
railway vehicles, and rotates mutually by friction by driving each
motor connected with roller axes. Test procedure for adhesion
characteristics on slip change is following; First, initial speed of the
wheel disc with radius 0.1 [m] is set in 1000 [r.p.m] after applying the
axle load of wheel/rail as 200 [kgf], then reduce the speed of the rail
disc with radius 0.15 [m] from 628 [r.p.m] to 30 [r.p.m] to generate
slip while maintaining the initial speed of wheel disc constantly. And
test procedure for adhesion comparison under dry and wet is
following; First, the wheel disc's (radius 0.15 [m]) initial speed is set in
500 [r.p.m] after applying the axle load of wheel/rail as 142.63 [kgf],
then reduce the rail disc's speed from 500 [r.p.m] to 475 [r.p.m]
(generates slip) for one minute while maintaining the speed of wheel
disc.
This paper also observes the variations in surface roughness and
hardness of the wheel/rail discs for the sliding distance in each
position and describes the development of a scaled adhesion
test-bench for analyzing of the adhesion coefficient between wheel and
rail.

In the operation of railway vehicles, slip and slide (or skid)
phenomenon are inevitably occurs. This phenomenon in railway
vehicles occurs when the maximum driving force applied
between the wheel and rail more than the maximum adhesive
force, or when the braking force applied less than the maximum
adhesive force. If these slip and slide phenomenon are
excessively generated, these cause excessive wear of contact
area or it is a factor for reducing tractive force and braking force
due to destabilizing control characteristics of driving/braking
system. In addition, this phenomenon provides direct causes for
vehicle accident, have an important influence upon system
safety and economic efficiency. Therefore, many researchers
have made great efforts to investigate these effects using the test
equipment that can simulate characteristics of slip and skid and
have been used to analyze the driving and braking
characteristics of railway vehicles and adhesive characteristics
in various environments [4]-[6]. In this paper, a scaled adhesion
test-bench was developed to analyze adhesive characteristics of
wheel and rail, and the adhesion database which is based on
rotation with friction was established.
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This paper is organized as the followings. Section 2 describes
the design of the scaled adhesion test-bench for analyzing the
wheel/rail contact. Section 3 deals with experimental results for
measurement of adhesion coefficient. The main conclusions are
then summarized in section 4.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

AILWAY vehicles driven by wheels obtain force required
to propulsion and braking by adhesion force between
wheels and rails, this adhesion force is determined by
multiplying adhesion coefficient of the friction surface by the
applied axle load. That is, adhesion coefficient is determined by
environmental conditions (such as temperature, humidity and

II. DESIGN OF THE SCALED ADHESION TEST-BENCH
A. Design of the Scaled Adhesion Test-bench
Scaled adhesion test-bench is designed as two disc type to
rotate mutually with disc rollers which are equivalent to wheels
and rails of railway vehicles, and simulates mutually by friction
by driving each motor connected with roller axes.
Therefore, the adhesion test-bench was designed two parts:
one is a part of braking motor and the other is a part of driving
motor.
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Fig. 1 shows the designed adhesion test-bench which is made
up of four parts: braking motor parts, driving motor parts, axle
load control parts, and angle of attack control parts.

B. Overviews of the Scaled Adhesion Test-bench
Scaled adhesion test-bench is developed for the experimental
device to replace the full-scaled system which composites wheel
and rail systems of railway vehicles. The scaled adhesion
test-bench also was composed of four components which are a
part of rail motor, a part of wheel motor, a part of control of the
axle load, and a part of control of attack angle, and it designed as
the mainly purpose of the research about contact characteristics
of wheel/rail and adhesive coefficient.
- A part of rail motor and a part of wheel motor perform the
roles that make the rotation speed differences between
wheel-rail by rotating disc to simulate the wheel and rail.
- A part of wheel motor consists of a driving motor, a driving
motor axis, torque sensor, an encoder and wheel specimens, and
a part of rail motor consists of a braking motor, a braking motor
axis, torque sensor, an encoder and rail specimens.
- To generate contact force (i.e. axle load) between wheel and
rail, a feedback control method which makes movement the
entire braking motor axis to another axis in order to simulating
the delivered load from wheels to rails is used.
- The part of control of the axle load consists of a stepping
motor, ball screw and four LM guides, and it is designed to
simulate transmission of the load from wheel to rail in 1.2(kN).

(a) front views of the scaled adhesion test-bench

Fig. 3 shows the developed adhesion test-bench for analyzing
the adhesion characteristics as a scale model.
(b) side views of the scaled adhesion test-bench
Fig.1 Drawings of the designed adhesion test-bench
Fig. 2 shows the shape of specimens of the scaled adhesion
test-bench representing wheel and rail, and schematic views of
two disc adhesion test-bench, respectively.

(a) side view of the scaled adhesion test-bench

(a) wheel shape

(b) upper side view of the scaled adhesion test-bench

(b) rail shape
Fig.2 Drawings of specimens
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In this process, adhesion coefficient was measured by
measuring the value of torque sensors that are installed in the
axis of the driving motor and the axis of the braking motor.
Slip has a value between 0 and 1, 0 means same rotation rate,
and 1 means fully sliding state when one axis of rotation speed
becomes zero.
The torque of the wheel is not equal to the torque of the roller.
The torque of the driving motor axis

(c) control console for the scaled adhesion test-bench
Fig.3 Scaled adhesion test-bench for analyzing the adhesion
characteristic

M w = Frw

Table I describes the main features of the scaled adhesion
test-bench.

where F is the traction force (or adhesion force) and

(1)

rw

is the

radii of the wheel, respectively.

Table I performance of experimental apparatus

Rotational speed (rpm)
Torque (Nm)
Contact load (kgf)
Attack angle (degree)
Slip ratio (%)

M w is given by (1).

0~1780
0~196.1
0~500
-3~3
0~95

The adhesion coefficient

µ

is calculated by dividing the

tangential force by the normal load as (2)

µ=

Linear dimension of the rail disc and wheel disc for test
specimens are designed to fulfill the 1/5 scale with reference 60
[kg] rail shapes from KSR 9106 standard rail.

F Mw
=
N Nrw

(2)

where N is axle load.
B. Adhesion Characteristics Test Results on Slip Variation
The variations in surface roughness and hardness of the
wheel/rail discs for the sliding distance in each position was
observed. The measure points of the wheel specimen and the
measuring direction for measuring the surface roughness
profiles are shown in Fig. 5.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Adhesion Characteristics Test on Slip Variation
The adhesion test was carried out under the conditions of
different wheel/rail contacts, such as various speeds, axle loads,
and contamination situation (oil, water, sand, etc.). In order to
generate slip, we adapt a method which the rotation speed of the
part of the braking motor decrease to zero while maintaining the
initial rotation speed of the part of the driving motor constantly
to generate speed difference. For example, firstly, the motor of
the driving motor axis with a wheel disc rotates 1000(r.p.m),
and the motor of the braking motor axis with a rail disc rotates
628(r.p.m). Then, decelerate to the rail disc's speed of rotation
to 30(r.p.m) slowly with 200(kgf) of axle load.

(a) measuring point

(b) measuring direction
Fig. 5 measuring point and direction for roughness measurement
Fig.4 specimens of wheel and rail for the scaled adhesion test-bench
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The surface roughness profiles and the surface measurement
parameters of the rail spacemen at the initial state apper in Fig. 6
and Tabe II, respectively.

(b)

2.063[㎛]

2.662[㎛]

13.241[㎛]

(c)

2.633[㎛]

3.268[㎛]

13.543[㎛]

In the table III, Ra is defined as roughness average which is
the main height as calculated over the entire measured length or
area as (3). And Rq means the root means square (r.m.s)
average between the height deviations and the means
line/surface taken over the evaluation length/area as (4). Finally,
R z is the average maximum profile of the greatest

Fig. 6 surface roughness profiles of the rail spacemen at the initial
state

peak-to-valley separations in the evaluation area. Each
parameter is defined as followings.

Table II initial state of the surface measurement parameters

Ra =

Ra

Rq

Rz

0.391[㎛]

0.507[㎛]

2.631[㎛]
Rq =

Fig. 7 shows the surface roughness profile in three position of
the wheel surface and Table III indicates the surface
measurement parameters of the rail spacemen in the same
position after the several adhesion tests.

1 n
∑ Yi − Y
n i =1

1 n
2
∑ (Yi − Y )
n i =1

Fig. 8 velocity graphs and torque graphs
(b) roughness profile of position (b)

(c) roughness profile of position (c)
Fig. 7 surface roughness profiles in each position
Table III surface measurement parameters in each position

Ra

Rq

Rz

2.899[㎛]

3.746[㎛]

16.941[㎛]
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(4)

Fig. 8 shows the velocity graphs measuring the encoders of
the driving/braking motor axis, the rail-axis torque graph, and
the wheel-axis torque graph, colleting the torque sensors
installed between motor and the wheel/rail specimens.

(a) roughness profile of position (a)

position
(a)

(3)

Fig. 9 normal loads and slip ratio graphs
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Fig. 9 shows the normal load and slip ratio which is defined as
a difference velocity.

(b) slip (0~0.3)
Fig.12 adhesion coefficient when the axle load 200 (kgf) is applied

C. Adhesion Test between Dry and Wet Condition
In this experiment, adhesion test between dry and wet
condition were performed to compare the differences between
those conditions. The test procedure is following; First, initial
speed of the wheel disc with radius 0.15[m] is set in 500[r.p.m]
applying the axle load of wheel/rail as 142.63[kgf], then reduce
the speed of the rail disc with radius 0.15[m] from 500[r.p.m] to
475 [r.p.m] for 30 seconds (i.e. generates slip) while
maintaining the initial speed of wheel disc.

Fig. 10 adhesion coefficient after converting processing

Fig. 11 surface of the test wheel

The torque values of the driving/braking motor axis and axle
load for calculating the adhesion coefficient were collected and
rearranged according to variation of the slip from 0 to 1.
Fig. 12-(a) illustrates the calculated slip ratio by converting
linear velocity vs. adhesion coefficient based on torque sensor
values and normal load values at the each contact points. When
the slip varies from 0 to 0.95 the characteristic of the adhesion
coefficient and its enlarged results from 0 to 0.3 are shown in
Fig. 12-(b).

Fig.13 Experimental environments: wheel and rail speed, torque, and
axle load

Fig.13 shows the velocity graphs measuring the encoders of
the driving and braking motor axis, and rail the torque graphs
colleting the torque sensors installed between motor and the
wheel/rail specimens.
D. Adhesion Test Results between Dry and Wet Condition
Fig. 14-(a) and 15-(a) illustrate the rotational speed of wheel
disc and rail disc, and Fig. 14-(b) and 15-(b) represents the
calculated slip ratio by converting linear velocity vs. adhesion
coefficient based on torque sensor values at the contact point in
each dry and wet conditions. When the slip varies from 0[%] to
5[%], the characteristic of the adhesion coefficient are well
expressed in Fig.14-(b) and 15-(b), respectively.

(a) slip (0~0.95)
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Mean values of
adhesion coefficient
(remove the bios)

0.07

0.08

(a) rotational speed of wheel disc and rail disc

(a) rotational speed of wheel disc and rail disc

(b) adhesion coefficient
Fig.14 experimental results: rotational speed differences and adhesion
coefficient in dry condition

Table IV indicates the data comparison of the experimental
results after the several adhesion tests (dry and wet condition).

(b) Adhesion coefficient
Fig.15 experimental results: rotational speed differences and adhesion
coefficient in the wet condition

Table IV Data comparison of experimental results (dry and wet
condition)
Condition

Dry

Wet

Properties

1st

2nd

Mean values of wheel
load [kgf]

137.867

137.855

Mean values of slip
ratio [%]

5.116

5.097

Mean values of
adhesion coefficient

0.412

0.417

As the adhesion coefficient was measured relatively high at
two conditions, we guessed that the torque value caused from
the load value between wheels and rails was not removed.
Therefore, we try to eliminate the effect of the bios value as the
initial contact load between wheels and rails. As we compared
the adhesion coefficient, the friction coefficient in dry condition
was calculated one and half times higher than in wet. It had
similar characteristics with the adhesion coefficient calculated
in an actual experiment, which was 0.25~0.30 in dry and
0.18~0.2 in wet.

Mean values of
adhesion coefficient
(remove the bios)

0.22

0.23

IV. CONCLUSION

Mean values of wheel
load [kgf]

137.317

137.12

Mean values of slip
ratio [%]

5.089

5.109

Mean values of
adhesion coefficient

0.255

0.221
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In this paper, a scaled adhesion test-bench is utilized to
analyze the adhesion characteristics of wheels and rail, which
are designed the twin disc type.
Firstly, adhesion trend test on the slip variation was carried
out. That is, adhesion test procedure for fluctuations of the
adhesion coefficient according to the slip variation is following;
First, the wheel disc's (radius 0.1[m]) initial speed is set in 1000
[r.p.m] after applying the axle load of wheel/rail as 200[kgf],
then reduce the rail disc's speed from 628[r.p.m] to 30[r.p.m] to
generate slip while maintaining the speed of wheel disc
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constantly. The test result clearly shows that the maximum
adhesion coefficient is calculated at the slip value 0.05 when the
slip varies from 0 to 0.95.
Secondly, adhesion test between dry and wet condition were
performed to compare the differences between two conditions.
Test procedure for adhesion comparison under dry and wet is
following; First, the wheel disc's (radius 0.15[m]) initial speed is
set in 500[r.p.m] after applying the axle load of wheel/rail as
142.63[kgf], then reduce the rail disc's speed from 500[r.p.m] to
475[r.p.m] (generates slip) for one minute while maintaining the
speed of wheel disc. After generating the slip velocity between
wheels and rails, we collected data maintaining a slip state for 1
minute right after stabilizing the torque value. It was found from
the experiment results that it had similar characteristics with the
adhesion coefficient calculated in an actual experiment, which
was 0.25~0.30 in dry and 0.18~0.2 in wet.
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